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ABSTRACT
The scalability of routing and resource advertisement protocols is a key issue in large optical networks.
A commonly used solution is based on the hierarchical approach adopted in IP/MPLS-TE networks, i.e.,
multiple areas or autonomous systems are pre-established to contain the geographical scope of the resource
advertisement protocols and the related routing information. With arbitrarily pre-established areas, routing
decision might be sub-optimal. Thus, special care must be paid by the network designer to subdivide effectively
the network into areas. This paper presents and discusses an alternative routing technique that attempts to
improve both optimality and scalability of routing and resource advertisement protocols without requiring
the use of manually pre-established areas.
Keywords: corridor routing, optical networks, self-configuring networks, path computational element,

end-to-end routing.

1. INTRODUCTION
A commonly used solution to address the issue of scalability of routing and resource advertisement protocols is
based on a hierarchical approach. The network designer, based on his expertise, partitions the network into
multiple areas or autonomous systems (AS) to contain the geographical scope of the link state advertisement
(LSA) protocol [1][2]. Information made available by the LSA protocol is used by the routing algorithm to
handle intra-area routing. Another protocol, e.g., the border gateway protocol (BGP), distributes aggregate
information that can be used by the routing algorithm to handle inter-area routing. A more recent improvement
to BGP is based on the path computational element (PCE) concept [3]. Each PCE has a complete view of its
own area. Inter-area routing is then performed jointly by a group of PCEs, each one computing an intra-area
segment of the end-to-end inter-area route. While this approach is used in today's networks, it requires
the network designer's expertise in choosing the areas as well as the border routers (BRs) used to interconnect
adjacent areas.
This paper extends the PCE concept to investigate an alternative routing solution that attempts to improve

optimality of routing decisions, while keeping the scalability properties of the hierarchical approach.
The solution is based on a self-configuring network that does not require any human expert intervention.
Although more general, the solution is illustrated using a wavelength routing network, e.g., routers are replaced
by optical crossconnect (OXC) nodes. The key concept used here is that PCEs, areas, and BRs are dynamically
identified by the routing protocol during the network lifetime. For example, they may be chosen on a per
connection basis to provide best operation and results. The collection of chosen PCEs, areas, and BRs
constitutes a subgraph of the graph representing the entire network. The subgraph is referred to as a corridor,
within which the end-to-end path is computed. Due to this mechanism, the solution is referred to as corridor
routing (CR). The CR solution is demonstrated in the paper in conjunction with a flooding technique, which is
used to first identify the PCEs. Then, the chosen PCEs determine both the areas and BRs, and compute the end-
to-end path in the corridor using PCE standard solutions [4].

It must be noted that routing solutions based on corridors have been previously proposed for wireless networks
[5]-[7]. The commonality between the wireless solutions and the CR solution is that they are based on
a subgraph, which is used to limit the search space for the end-to-end path. However, the CR solution's
innovation is in the way the subgraph is built and the end-to-end path is computed, as described in more details
in section 2.
Simulation results are discussed to quantify both the blocking probability due to the lack of available resources

and the amount of flooding for the presented CR solution, showing both quasi optimality of the former, and
ability to contain the latter. Perhaps the most significant advantage of the CR solution is its ability to self-create
a two level hierarchy in the network, which in turn mitigates the scalability and convergence problem of
the LSA protocol. A second advantage is its adaptability to both traffic and topology changes, as the corridors
may be regularly updated during the network lifetime to best fit the current network status.
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2. AN EXAMPLE OF CORRIDOR ROUTING PROTOCOL
Consider a wavelength routing network with an arbitrary large physical topology, where every node is an OXC
with wavelength conversion capabilities. The network architecture is flat, i.e., all nodes are the same and may
function as both PCE and/or BR.
The topology is modelled as a graph G(N, A), where N is the set of nodes in the network and A is the set of

directed (fiber) links connecting the nodes. It is assumed that each link in the network can accommodate F fibers
for each direction of propagation, each one carrying W data wavelengths. One dedicated wavelength is reserved
on each link to support out of band signaling. Each node is uniquely identified, e.g., node i is denoted as Ni.
Connection requests arrive randomly at the source and must be served as they are received. A connection

request consists of a lightpath [8] that needs to be established between a given source (N5) and destination (Nd).
The bandwidth of the lightpath equals the wavelength bandwidth and splitting of lightpaths is not allowed.
A connection request is blocked and discarded if the path connecting the source-destination pair does not have
enough bandwidth to accommodate the lightpath.
An LSA protocol with limited geographical scope [9] runs on the signaling wavelength and provides each

node with the information about the available wavelengths on the links that belong to the node's virtual area
(VA). For example the node's VA can be identified by the maximum span of the transmitted optical signal
without requiring signal regeneration, i.e., VA is identified by the node's transparency island [9]. For example,
the node's VA can be defined as follows.
Let C(k) be the set of all links and nodes that can be used to establish a simple path connecting Ni to Nj with'(1J1

no more than k hops. Set C((k) defines a subgraph of G(N, A). Let VA (k) be the k-hop VA of Ni. VA (k) is

a subgraph of G(N, A), defined as VA (k) = UeN (C((k})).
If Nj E VAik), then it is possible to route a lightpath, whose span is at most k hops, from Ni to Nj. Note that

the value of k may be changed over time, and some VAs partially overlap, i.e., their intersection is not empty.
While the VA may resemble the concept of AS partitioning into pre-defined multiple areas [10][1 1],
a substantial difference is that pre-defined areas do not change in time, and each node belongs to one area only',
i.e., pre-defined areas do not overlap.
The CR protocol works as follows2. Upon reception of a connection request, N, first checks ifNd belongs to its

VA. If so (intra- VA case), the shortest available path within the VA is found by N, itself, i.e., the minimum hop
path [12] considering only the links that have available wavelengths. Otherwise (inter-VA case), the protocol
works in two steps: first the sequence of PCEs is selected and then the end-to-end path form N, to Nd is
computed. The sequence of PCEs for the source-destination pair is determined as follows. N, broadcasts a path
discovery message to a subset of nodes (the bordercasting nodes [13] or BCs) in its VA, requesting to reach Nd.
BCs are chosen within a bordercasting radius k' i.e., BCs are chosen to be k' < k hops away from Ns, accounting
only for the links with at least one available wavelength. Each BC in turn contacts its own BCs unless Nd is
inside the BC's VA. Multiple messages may eventually reach Nd, each indicating a unique sequence of BCs.
The first path discovery message reaching Nd identifies the sequence of BCs chosen to be the PCEs for the
source-destination pair. Let (sk)) = {NO,N1, ..., Ni l, Ni, Ni+,,..., Nz } be an ordered set of nodes where No=Ns,
N =Nd, and the remaining nodes are the BCs chosen to be the PCEs for the source-destination pair. Each one of
these PCEs uses its own VA to compute a segment of the end-to-end path from Ns to Nd.
The entry BRs (Figure 1) for a given PCE (N1) are the optical nodes that belong to the subgraph defined as
B -VAik )n VA+, where Ni land Ni, are the predecessor and the successor of Ni in p(k) . The exit BRs

for N, are the entry BRs of the successor of N1, i.e., B(ikexit) - B(i+l entry) . For the last PCE inP(sk) B(k)Z 1exit) =-Nd I
The nodes in p(skd), their VAs and BRs constitute a subgraph or corridor. For a given source-destination pair

and a bordercasting radius k', the corridor is defined as C((k,k) = UN I() VA(k). Proceeding backward from N,

to N1, each PCE in p(sk) computes the multipoint to point tree (MP2P) of the shortest available paths to connect
its entry BRs to Nd, and passes the paths onto its predecessor in the sequence. The MP2P tree is computed using
the backward recursive PCE-based computation procedure (BRPC) defined in [4]. Ns concatenates the results of
all the PCEs by performing its own MP2P tree computation and determining the shortest available end-to-end
path to Nd. This is the end-to-end path chosen to establish the requested connection.
After choosing the path, Ns can reserve one wavelength on each link of the path using some known reservation

protocol, e.g. RSVP [14][15].

' With the exception of area border routers.
2 Many CR protocol variants are possible, but they are not within the scope of this paper.
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Figure.1..Entry.and.exit.BRs.
Thesequence <2) is saved at N5, and used for future connection requests that are intended for Nd, thus.............................

containing the number of times a path discovery message...............is..broadcast...across...the..network....However,...if..the..stored.<2)can no longer provide an end-to-end path to reach Nd (e.g.,....................lack..of..available....wavelengths,.....or.network..
failure)a path discovery message is broadcast by N, once again to identify a new sequence of PCEs (and a new.............................corridor)tobeused.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..........................................

3.PERFORMANCE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...........................
Thissection reports the potential gain in using the CR protocol presented in section 2 when compared against........somebenchmark routing protocols. Two metrics are reported: blocking..............probability...and..bordercasting....frequency..Thebordercasting frequency is defined as the ratio between: (i) the total number of times bordercasting has to........................beperformed and (ii) the total number of connection requests considered. The benchmark routing protocols are..............................

Threebenchmark routing protocols are considered. The first protocol (fixed-SF..........................routing)....neither...requires....path.discovery messages nor LSA protocols. The path connecting each source-destination............................pair...is..the..shortest....path.[12],computed on G(N, A) regardless of link wavelength availability.........................................Thesecond protocol (ideal routing) is a centralized solution, whereby each connection request is routed................................along.theshortest path, computed taking into account what are the available wavelengths at the moment....In thethird protocol (memory routing (mem-R)) the sequence of nodes used to connect a source-destination..........................
pairisfound using bordercasting, i.e., set is defined by the first path discovery message.........................reaching..
thedestination. The end-to-end path from the source to the destination is obtained concatenating the shortest............................paths(computed taking into account each link wavelength availability) between adjacent nodes in...................................
set The end-to-end path is then stored at the source. When the most recently computed path for a given...............................
source-destination pair cannot accept more connections due to lack of wavelengths, bordercasting is repeated.......................Thissolution is used to evaluate the effect of the width of the corridor (determined by both the VA size (k) and..........................thebordercasting radius (k')), as opposed to simply using the shortest available path found by the bordercasting...................

procedure.~ ~~~~~~~~~~~..............

3.2Simulationresults~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......................
TheCR protocol presented in section 2 is tested using the Pan American optical network shown in Figure 2.................................Thenetworkcomprises79nodesand 102 bidirectional links.Each link accommodatesF1fiberforeach~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.............................directionofpropagation and each fiber supports W 3 data wavelengths.Connection requestarrivalsconstitute~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.............................

a Poissonprocess with arrival rate )~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.Source and destination of each request are randomly chosen with auniform~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..............................distribution.Eachestablished connection is held for a time equalto a randomvariable with exponential~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........................distributionand parameter ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i1. The value of the bordercasting radius is k' 3. The totalnumberofconnection~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.................requestsconsidered is 100,000. For simplicity, race conditions are ignored, i.e.,each requestiscompletely~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..............................handledbefore the next arrival.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....................... --------------
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Figure 2. The Pan American optical network.

Figure 3. Blocking probability as afunction ofthe
network load (i). k' = 3.

Figure 5. Bordercastingfrequency (fbord) as afunction
ofthe network load (i). k = 6, k' = 3.

Figure 4. Bordercastingfrequency (fbord) as afunction
ofthe network load (i). k = 4,k' = 3.

Figure 6. Bordercastingfrequency (fbord) as afunction
ofthe network load (i). k = 8,k' = 3.

Figure 3 shows the value of the blocking probability as a function of the network load X. Three values for
the VA's size are considered: k= 4, k= 6 and k= 8. The CR protocol performance is compared against the three
benchmark routing protocols described in section 3.1. The figure shows that the CR protocol is able to perform
as well as the ideal routing protocol.
Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 show the value of the bordercasting frequency as a function of the network

load and different values of the VA's size. The bordercasting frequency is computed only after that 16,000
connection requests have been received, to discard the cold start transient. The figures confirm the ability of
the CR protocol to contain the number of times bordercasting has to be performed when compared to
the memory routing protocol.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Corridor routing (CR) is a solution to cope with the scalability problem of routing and resource advertisement
protocols in large networks. For illustration purpose, the concept of CR was applied to wavelength routing
networks, but can be easily extended to other traffic engineering solutions, e.g., IP/MPLS-TE. As already
mentioned, the first advantage of the CR solution is its ability to self-create a two level hierarchy in the network,
which in turn mitigates the convergence problem of the LSA protocol. A second advantage is its adaptability to
both traffic and topology changes, as the corridors are regularly updated during the network lifetime to take
advantage of available network resources. A third advantage is its adaptability to the actual transmission
impairment of the optical layer, as the CR protocol can dynamically adjust the size of the virtual area [9], e.g., to
best fit the chosen optical transmission rate. A forth advantage is a new dimension that the CR solution can
exploit, i.e., the width of the corridor. The width of the corridor is determined by both the LSA protocol scope
(e.g., the virtual area size) and the hop distance between the PCEs chosen for a given connection request. Thus,
it is possible to trade convergence time of the LSA with the number of PCEs involved to process a newly
generated connection request.

It must be finally noticed that the presented study on the CR solution is based on a simplistic scenario, i.e.,
unprotected connections, single class traffic, and absence of race condition when reserving wavelengths. The CR
solution may provide additional advantages, e.g., computation of (link/edge disjoint) secondary path, QoS
provisioning, and reduction of race condition thanks to the local computation of the path segments performed by
each PCE. These and other potential advantages of the CR solution will have to be carefully assessed in future
studies.
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